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Disclaimer: 

 
This work may not be copied, sold, used as content in any manner or your name 
put on it until you buy sufficient rights to sell it or distribute it as your own from 
us and the authorized reseller/distributer. 
 
Every effort has been made to be accurate in this publication. The publisher does 
not assume any responsibility for errors, omissions or contrary interpretation. 
We do our best to provide the best information on the subject, but just reading 
it does not guarantee success. You will need to apply every step of the process 
in order to get the results you are looking for.  
 
This publication is not intended for use as a source of any legal, medical or 
accounting advice. The information contained in this guide may be subject to 
laws in the United States and other jurisdictions. We suggest carefully reading 
the necessary terms of the services/products used before applying it to any 
activity which is, or may be, regulated. We do not assume any responsibility for 
what you choose to do with this information. Use your own judgment. 
 
Any perceived slight of specific people or organizations, and any resemblance to 
characters living, dead or otherwise, real or fictitious, is purely unintentional.  
 
Some examples of past results are used in this publication; they are intended to 
be for example purposes only and do not guarantee you will get the same 
results. Your results may differ from ours. Your results from the use of this 
information will depend on you, your skills and effort, and other different 
unpredictable factors.  
 
It is important for you to clearly understand that all marketing activities carry the 
possibility of loss of investment for testing purposes. Use this information wisely 
and at your own risk. 
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Introduction: 

When you log into your Facebook account, whether you are watching your 

timeline, playing your favorite game online on Facebook, or commenting on 

your friend’s post, you will notice the advertisements that appear on your 

timeline, pages, events, usually on the right side of your Facebook page. These 

advertisements are called Facebook advertisements.  

Have you ever noticed that the ads appearing on Facebook your page are 

relevant to your interests, age and geographical area? Facebook ads are one of 

the most powerful advertising platforms. With their targeting features, they will 

help to increase the number of your customers. 

Facebook ads are used by large advertisers including Zynga, Fab, Electronic Arts 

(EA), PROCTER & GAMBLE (P&G), GROUPON, MICROSOFT, and Google etc. But 

it is also a great opportunities for small businesses to increase their sales and 

revenue. You can also use Facebook ads with an advertising budget of $1 to $1 

billion according to your market. 

Many businesses ignore Facebook ads because it is not a professional website 

for B2B marketing, but they forget that people also have their social network, 

which is separate from their professional network. 

Here in this report we will discuss about the tools to make your ads better, how 

can you make them more lucrative, and we will share success stories of the 

businesses who used it and made it big. 

To Your Success, 

Your Name 

http://zynga.com/
http://fab.com/
http://www.ea.com/
http://www.ea.com/
http://www.pg.com/
http://www.groupon.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/
http://www.google.com/
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I. Tools to make Facebook ads better:  

Power Editor: 

Power editor is a free browser plugin tool that substitutes and boosts the 

capabilities of bulk uploading utilizing Facebook Ads API. Power editor can edit, 

create, and manage your advertising campaign in bulk with different 

advertisement accounts.  

 

If you do not use the power editor to manage your ads, then you are unable to 

access some great features of Facebook advertising. 

Here are some reasons why should you use Power Editor- 

Features: 

View stats:  When you view a Facebook ad individually, the last column shows 

the stats. If you want to show complete status, you can go through the option 

and click on settings, and then you can select other columns like status, ad copy, 

social %, reach, ad impression, ad bid and etc.  

Bulk updating: You can edit multiple ads at once by selecting ads you want to 

change. Changes will happen in the bottom panel. But remember, the changes 

you make will apply to the complete campaign. 

https://www.facebook.com/ads/manage/powereditor
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Create new ads: When you work on a campaign and need to create a new ads 

for you campaign, just click on create ad, which is available on top right side of 

the page. You have to just fill all the details in the main panel to create your ad. 

New Campaign: While viewing your campaigns, for a new campaign, you just 

have to click on create campaign. Give it a name according to your products and 

services, and fill in the details. 

Upload and download: As you know, nothing is perfect, so when you do not use 

power editor to make changes, don’t forget to click download. If you do change 

within a campaign, ad or event within power editor, you will have to click upload 

before changes take place. 

Placement:  

You want to promote your ad but don’t know where to place it. When you click 

boost post or create a campaign, you don’t have control on the ad where it will 

appear. To get rid of this, power editor provides a placement option. You can 

select here where you want to show your ad. 

The options which are available in placement option are following- 

 All Facebook 

 Desktop (Right hand column and News feed) 

 News Feed (Desktop and Mobile) 

 News Feed (Desktop only) 

 News Feed (Mobile Only) 
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Bidding:  

As above, if you are promoting your product and services with boost post, you 

are not able to control the bidding options. It automatically acts as CPM method. 

And with this method increases your advertising cost. 

Instead of this method, if you advertise with Power editor, it provides you 

Optimized CPM method, CPC method and CPI method. You can set it according 

to your budget. 

Bidding options which you have to set- 

 CPC 

 CPM 

 Optimized CPM 

 Automatically Optimize for Actions 

 Manually Configure Objectives and Bids 

 Overwrite Default Conversion Specs 

Targeting: When you choose your custom audience with self-serve ad tool, you 

have minimum control on targeting. You will be able to target most of audience, 

but not all.  

But with Power editor you can create custom audiences, lookalike audiences and 

target with partner categories.  

Conversion Tracking: 

As you know Calculating Return of Investment is not at all an easy task. 

Conversion tracking helps you to track your business’ Return of Investment with 

Facebook Ads; this tracking is based on people’s actions after watching the ad. 

You can create pixels with help of conversion tracking to track your conversions.  
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You have to create conversions pixels with a name and category. Copy the code 

and paste on page where you want to track your conversions, and after that 

select the Facebook ad where conversions happen, and select the pixel which 

you create for tracking in bottom panel.  

Virtually any page of your website will show you the conversion; you just have to 

create the code and add this to the web page where you want to track it. 

Here is the step how can you will you use it- 

1. Power editor: You have to use power editor to create the pixels. Power 

editor is a self-served tool which support Facebook Ads API. 

2. Create Conversion Pixel: Click on conversion tracking at top right side of 

the page. You just have to name it with selecting the category. Categories 

are –  

-Checkouts 

- Registrations 

- Leads 

- Key Page View 

- Add to cart 

- Other Website conversion 

After click to create pixel you will receive the Conversion Pixel Code. 
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3. Select and Paste Code: You have to select all and copy complete code you 

receive and paste it on the web page where you want to track your 

conversions. 

4. Create Ad and Verify: When you see the pixel status, it will show 

unverified. To make this active you have to create an ad with all details and 

select the option of conversion tracking with pixel name. 

5. Results: When you see the performance action will represent conversions 

to measure ROI. 

Custom Audiences: 

Now Facebook gives you the ability to target your customers with mail id, 

Facebook id, and contact number without having a Facebook page. This feature 

is available through power editor. 

You are in a business, so you have a mailing list outside of your Facebook. You 

will be using MailChimp or Aweber for emailing the list. Extract that email list 

into a one column CSV file. 

 

You have to install power editor and go to custom audience. To create an 

audience just upload the CSV file of email list, mobile number and UID, Give the 

name to your audience and create. 

Now you have to create an ad using the custom audience button, and you will 

see that custom audiences is automatically added. Ads with custom audiences 

are more effective.  
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Domain Sponsored Stories: 

If you are have you own blog and website and want to drive traffic to it, this is a 

great tool. You have to try out domain sponsored stories. This features allows 

visitors to interact with your domain name. 

 

Friends trust other friends, which makes it more effective. Here’s what you can 

do to create your own domain sponsored ad  – 

1. Claim your domain: Go to Facebook insights page and click on “Insight for 

your website” button. You have to enter domain name to link it with a 

website or a blog. Copy the code you will receive. 

You have to paste this code in between the header tag of your website. 

2. Create Ad: Create ad campaign with power editor and fill all details and 

destination of ad will be the domain name and choose the sponsored 

story and story type will be “domain share story”.  

You can target most interested visitors to your website. 
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Lookalike Audiences: 

Let’s say you have a moderate email list of customers and are getting limited 

results with that. You can use lookalike audiences and find new audiences similar 

to custom audiences. 

 

If you did not have custom audiences, create it first. Then go to audiences and 

select a list custom audiences to reach more similar people. Click on Create 

Similar Audiences, and a pop up will appear on your screen for the same. You 

can select one country at a time. You can optimize it with Similarity and Greater 

reach. 

Optimize for Similarity: When you optimize with similarity, you will reach the top 

1% and most similar visitors of custom audiences.  

Optimize for Greater Reach: This targeting reach to the top 5% similar visitors of 

your custom audiences. 
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II. 3 ways to make more creative 

Facebook ads: 

Image: The image is the most important part when you are creating a Facebook 

ad. Your choice of image can make or break your Facebook ad. 

When you create a Facebook ad, choose the image that grabs the attention of 

your customers. In many cases the image will influence whether your campaign 

is successful or not. 

a. Size : The rules which are set by Facebook- 

- Image size should not exceed than 110 X 80 pixels. 

- Ratio of image should be 4:3 (or 16:9). 

- Image cannot be larger than k kilobyte. 

- If you include text in image, it should be readable. 

If you do not follow these rules, Facebook will crop the image to resize it, 

and it will affect your business. 

b. Color: When you are creating Facebook ads, colors of images are also 

important. Since Facebook colors are white and blue avoid using those 

colors, or your image will not stand out and grab attention. 

You can select those colors that stands out like Bright Red and Green. 

These colors are attention-getting. You can use borders of 3 pixels around 

the image.  
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c. Good Facebook ad images:  

Logo – Logo can work well for the brands which are well known by the 

customers like Apple, P&G and Coca-Cola. Logos may be well designed, 

but they do not contain any information, and so people may not click. 

People – You can see majority of advertisers use pictures of people in 

their advertisement. The reason behind this is simple - it conveys your 

personality to your customers, which attracts more clicks. 

Products – If you advertise to sell a specific item like mobile phone, an 

image of the mobile phone work best. 

 

Ad title: Title is another very important factor in creating effective Facebook 

Advertisements. You have only 25 Characters to explain customers why they 

have to click on your ad and follow your instructions. 

a. Call to action: The best ads are clickable even without any text. The 

image and title are enough to explain the product and give a 

reason for visitors to click. You can comprise an offer in your title 

and make it clear call to action. 

b. Brand name in title: Facebook advertising guidelines suggest to 

use your Brand name in the title. If you goal is create a brand 

reputation, you can use this. But an unrecognized logo and a little 

known brand name don’t attract the attention of people, so add a 

keyword. 

Capitalize your ad title correctly: all letters should be in upper case 

or lower case. If you use all upper case or lower case letters, it just 

mean that you shout or whisper. 
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Body text: Body text is also plays an important role in the advertisement of your 

products and services. You have only 90 characters to explain and attract your 

customers, so you have to use this text wisely and try to include value of your 

product. 

a. Be informative: Facebook advertising guidelines say “keep it 

simple”, which also applies on the body text. You have to provide 

information to your audience about why your product is important 

and why they should click. Do not write empty phrases. 

b. Don’t brag or lie: You have to stick truth in you title, image and 

body text. Include benefits of your products and tell your unique 

selling point. Don’t brag like others may. You will creating a winner 

ad if you will include some passion in your advertisement. 
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III. Split testing of Facebook Ads: 

 

Many brands do not use split testing to test Facebook ads, and it becomes the 

biggest reason for their brand failure. You have to find out what works for you 

and what doesn’t.  Try variations in your Facebook ads; try, fail, and try again to 

find what doesn’t fail. When you find what is not working, don’t waste money 

on that. 

Here is the checklist regarding what you need to test before advertising – 

Copy:  

 

You have only 90 characters 

to impress and convince your 

audience to like your page or 

buy your products. Create 

similar ads with targeting, but switch or change the copy. Use different 

call to actions. Use different with exclamatory but not with all. 

Imagery:  

It is the key of success in social media and 

advertising. You don’t know which image draws 

people to respond. Every image work differently for 

every user according to their demographics. You 

can use different faces, inanimate objects, wide and 

narrow images, and an image with text.  
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Destination: You have to create a splendid landing page or website that 

encourages Facebook audience interaction. It will increase your Click through 

rate. The same audience neglect your page instead of purchasing if it is not well-

crafted.  

This is all because your landing page is not consistent with your Facebook 

advertisement message. So with a single ad, create multiple landing pages of 

your website where you generate traffic. Through this you will be able to find 

which landing pages are generating more traffic to your business. 

CPC vs. CPM vs. Optimized: There are four pricing options to set up your 

campaign budget. Sometimes CPM will be less costly than CPC and sometimes it 

becomes more costly than CPC. Optimized CPM and CPC target those audiences 

who are interested enough to perform an action. You can also use the other 

bidding options using power editor. 

Targeting vs. No targeting: If you target too much, you are not going to receive 

positive responses from your audience. You have to remove some segment of 

targeting for positive response. And if you don’t target your audience, the price 

of your advertisement goes down. 

If you create an ad which appeals to a large audience without targeting, give it a 

try and see the result; maybe it will work with your business. 

Demographic: Maybe your advertisement is perfect, but you are still not getting 

the appropriate results with that ad. It can happen when you do not target the 

correct audience. You can select different images and ad copy with specific 

demographic targeting. You can also test your ad with age and gender groups. 
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IV. 7 Killer Facebook ads tips: 

As millions of businesses continue using Facebook to expand their reach, 

Facebook allows businesses to reach potential customers. Successful Facebook 

ad campaigns can establish a connection between customer and brand.  

In social media marketing, you have a few seconds to grab your audience’s 

attention of you before they move to the next advertisement. Many businesses 

are making mistakes and ruining it.  

Here I am going to tell you the tips for avoiding these blunders and getting 

higher conversion rates – 

Broad demographics, narrow interests: When you target your Facebook ads, 

you have many targeting options. General targeting is less effective than specific 

targeting. You have to avoid creating too narrow a field of demographics and 

interest. Balance is key. 

Facebook also offers you the opportunity to customize your ad visibility; only 

those audiences whose interest will match with your ad specifications will see 

your ads.   

For better targeting options you can select the broadest demographics with 

narrow interests to get most relevant audience. This targeting requires testing, 

but the results can be dramatic and will surprise you.  

Analyze, Rinse, and Repeat: You have to analyze the results and determine what 

advertisement is working and what isn’t. Facebook provides demographics-

based data, and so you can find out the real data concerning the location, age 

and gender of the viewers who click your ads. With this you can stop showing 
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your ads to those people who never click on it.  That will increase your CTR with 

the lowest CPC you can get.  

Facebook comes up with new algorithms every month. Don’t afraid to try new 

tactics and campaigns. You can innovate your social media marketing with 

Facebook using personal touches in your advertisement.  

Remember, the more content you share, the more potential customers will see 

your brand. You can repeat the successful campaigns that worked really well. 

Change your creative often: Using this method you can get more and more 

clicks. Change your ad copy and art every day. You can also create many ads with 

the same interest and demographics to see which is working well. 

For underperforming Ads, you can change the copy or image of those ads to 

increase clicks. If there is not any improvement, change the copy again or create 

a new ad to replace the old one. 

You have to keep a close eye on those ads that are performing very well because 

ads can decrease in effectiveness within a few days; so be prepared to improve 

the ad with new images or copy to get more clicks. 

Generate leads with Facebook offers: You can generate leads by creating offers 

for your audience in order to increase your email list. You simply have to set up a 

landing page that requires an email address, and then you can create offers. You 

can also use sweepstakes to generate leads with Facebook. 

You can use newsletters, email gated content, exclusive offer ads, Facebook 

contest ads, Posts with Links to Email Gated Content, Facebook ads with Links 

to Email Gated Content, events, and webinars to get new leads. 
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Manage Your Budget: Facebook doesn’t tell advertisers to set their ads with the 

max bid. The official statement is set to the maximum bid you are able to spend 

per click. Bid size also affects the click through rate. The quality of clicks is being 

affected by the people who see your advertisement. 

If you have a low maximum bidding price, Facebook will show your ads to those 

audiences who affect your CTR negatively. It will also affect quality score of your 

brand and you will also lose your important bids. 

Test different maximum bidding sizes and how they are working for your brand 

and your brand’s CTR.  

Optimized your ads: Once you locate your potential buyers, you have to present 

a clickable story. Think about the ads you have published, and work to create 

your ad so that it will stand out with right demographics. Getting clicked and 

buying are both important aspects of ads. 

To optimize your ads you have to use proper grammar and punctuation, and use 

an image to represent your services and products to garner your audience’s 

attention. 

You also need to analyze your competitors to make you ads the best and to 

stand out. Delete the advertisements which are performing poorly, and move 

that budget to the high converting advertisements. 

Allocation of your budget: For better results you can assign your half of budget 

to the news feed to make your ad more effective. These newsfeed ads are more 

visible and more deliverable. Newsfeed ads have much bigger CTR and 

conversion rate than right side ads. The other half of your budget, you can 

distribute this budget among campaigns, sidebar ads, and events.  
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V. Facebook Ads Success Stories: 

L’Oréal Paris Brasil: L’Oréal Paris Brasil is one of the most famous beauty brands, 

recognized on five continents for its high quality products. The slogan of L’Oréal, 

“Because you're worth it!” reflects its philosophy of making luxury accessible to 

all women.  

 

L’Oréal has 11 million fans on its Facebook page. Facebook become the heart of 

L’Oréal since 2010. L’Oréal has an 80% higher purchase rate in Brazil of fans over 

non-fans. It uses Facebook Advertising services, the Face book Store, and Page 

publishing to reach its goal of building awareness and increasing online sales. 

And as it becomes more and more successful, it has increased its brand 

awareness with 80% among the fans. Its sales have increased 5X with Facebook 

campaign within 3 days. 76% bought a product after learning about it through 

Facebook. 
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Sandi Krakowski: Sandi Krakowski is a digital marketing expert. She is helping 

businesses to get social. Sandi started using Facebook Ads in 2012 to increase 

awareness of her virtual classes of digital marketing with small business owners, 

and she wanted to grow her business by increasing attendance in her class. She 

spent 80% of her advertising budget on Facebook. 

 

Sandi used Facebook ads, page publishing, and conversion tracking to increase 

her online sales. Facebook works very well for her, and she achieved 10X better 

conversion rates using custom audiences. Within 2 years she saw a growth of 4X 

in revenue and 15% increase in clients with Facebook Ads.  
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Hyundai Motor America: Hyundai Motor America wanted to reach the 

customers who needed compact and mid-size vehicles such as Hyundai Sonata 

and Hyundai Elantra. Hyundai vehicles are distributed in United States by 

Hyundai Motor America. These two models are sold and serviced through more 

than 800 dealerships nationwide. 

 

Hyundai Motor America used Facebook advertisements to drive its sales in 

stores, and it gets 2.1x more new Hyundai car sales with those in its Facebook 

audience. It drives 55% lower cost per site conversion than the stated goal. They 

ran Domain ads on Facebook and reached 3.6 million households who were 

interested in buying a car within 6 months. 
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Barclaycard: Barclaycard uses Facebook to reach NFL fans with special NFL Extra 

Points Credit Card offers. They wanted to create a place for NFL fans with the 

growing NFL card members. 

 

NFL uses Facebook pages, Facebook Advertisement and advance Advertisement 

to build awareness with NFL fans. Using Facebook to become successful, their 

conversion rate increased by 40% with Facebook over other platforms they used 

for their campaign. They received 60% of their approved applications from 

Facebook. In addition, they acquired 48% lower cost-per-acquisition as compared 

with other media.  
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Conclusion:  

After reading this book, you have a solid reason to start Facebook 

advertisement for your business. Facebook is changing all the time, adding 

features and growing its community, so be active and don’t afraid to try new 

things even if you failed first time. 

Testing and tracking will take some practice. There are lot of variables you can 

test. You have to look at your high conversion rate and best CTR.  

In this book we talked about Facebook ads, which tools you can use to make it 

better and more creative, how can you test your advertisement, and Facebook 

ads tips to get higher CTR. 

We also talked about the success stories of those business who are using 

Facebook ads to increase their success.  Now it’s time for you to get started! 

To Your Success, 

Your Name 
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